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Abstract: This article presents a new medical biomarker that can be use in spirometry tests. These biomarker was
obtained through a set of tests, where Meyer wavelet was applied and allows through one statistical analysis of the data
obtained in pulmonary exams, could be possible to obtain numerical indicators that assist the physician achieve
diagnosis in patients pulmonary function as normal, obstructive or restrictive.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Related studies about the classification of
spirometry exams, which is the area of medicine that
study lungs and airways, mostly was applied some kind
of mathematical calculation, in order to correlate the
patient results with others regional ethnography, and
also, with the intention of raising the necessary
parameters to create a reliable medical report. These
values used as a parameter in order to classify the
results, is called predict, and several studies presents
methodologies the achieve a reliable prediction,
resulting basically classify the patient into three
different types: normal, obstructive and restrictive
patterns [1, 2].
Several researchers apply a punctual analysis in
some predicts values within a patient sample that is
possible to collect the value for example Forced Vital
Capacity (FVC), or Forced Expiratory Volume (FEV). In
this way, this article present a methodology capable of
classifying numerically and evaluate all points of the
curve in order to be able assist a pulmonary function
test performed previously.

comparison with previously known results of the local
population, since these previous values change
according to the worldwide locality. This test is
performed by a method that converts the air that
circulates through the lungs into an electrical value that
can be read by a computer, and through this value it is
possible to calculate the basic parameters, i.e. the Flow
(L=s) versus Volume (L), and Volume (L) versus Time
(s) [3, 4].
Spirometry is a commonly performed Pulmonary
Function Test (PFT) which is used to distinguish
obstructive and restrictive lung diseases [5]. Presents
the basic system requirements for an automatic
pulmonary disease classification system based by
signal using a know algorithm. The software of the
system extracted features from the waveform values
and classified the disorders with high accuracy.
Classification was done using an Evolutionary
Approach called Genetic Algorithm (GA) and without
using any prediction equations as done by the
conventional spirometry tests.

The spirometry test is based obtaining the volume
and airflow values of the patient’s breathing, and their

The respiratory system functioning is based on a
ventilatory mechanism. The Lung quality depends by
lung ventilation quality. The spirometry measure the
pulmonary ventilation efficiency [6]. Presents a new
model of spirometry that estimates the basis of
spirometry measurements. These parameters allow us
to obtain new information concerning breathing
conditions. The parameters allow us to distinguish
between healthy and diseased subjects. The
experimental verification revealed the diagnostic
usefulness of model parameters obtained on the basis
of spirometry measurements.
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Extraction of respiratory activity from physiological
signals such as pulse oximeter’s photoplethysmographic (PPG) would be an alternative under clinical

This is an exam who receive interference from
several variables, one of the most important in the
execution of the expiratory manouver is the
dependence of the patient’s disposition that will
perform this test, and the medical diagnosis, most of
the time, is performed by visual method.
2. ESPIROMETRY TEST
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settings to all the direct methods of recording
respiratory signals such as spirometry [7]. Propose an
effective method, based on multi scale independent
component analysis (MS-ICA), for separation of artifact
(MA) from PPG extraction of respiratory activity. The
method was tested on PPG sets recorded from
different subjects, including simultaneously respiratory
signals.
In [8], who reports a prototype Electrical Impedance
Imaging System, was able to detect the gravity-induced
changes in the distributions of perfusion and ventilation
in the lung between supine and lateral decubitus
positions. Impedance signal was collected on healthy
volunteer subjects and reconstruct 3D images
produced in real-time, 20 frames per second on site,
without averaging or a contrast agent. This data also
can be reconstructed for further analysis.
Forced spirometry testing is gradually becoming a
primary care. Been demonstrated in earlier work that
commercially available spirometers are not fully able to
guarantee individual spirometry quality. Thus, highquality spirometry assessment beyond specialist
pulmonary centres has arisen [9]. Propose a method to
select and optimise a classifier using supervised
learning techniques by learning from previously
classified forced spirometry tests from a group of
experts.

Figure 1: Spirometry Disease Forms.

3. METHODOLOGY
A database of 60 (sixty) exams were used, of which
20 (twenty) were tests of normal individuals, 20
(twenty) tests of obstructive individuals and 20 (twenty)
tests of restrictive individuals. Each of the 20 (twenty)
exam samples were divided into 10 (ten) male subjects
and 10 (ten) female subjects.
The Figure 2 shows the differences in FVC and
FEV1 values considering individuals with the same
physical characteristics as males.

Had shown that smartphone spirometry can
effectively measure lung function using the phone’s
built-in microphone and could be a critical role in
making spirometry more usable. Traditional spirometry
is performed with the guidance of a medical expert,
smartphone spirometry do not guarantee the quality of
a patient’s spirometry efforts [10]. Introduce two
approaches to analyze and estimate the quality of
smartphone spirometry efforts.
The graphs of the spirometry exam express two
characteristics: the inspiratory flow, through the
inspiratory loop in the flow chart versus volume and
expiratory flow in the same graph. In order to aid
diagnosis, an auxiliary graph is generate that
expresses the entire lung volume function versus time
[11, 12].
Thus, the spirometry test should be accompanied,
in addition to the diagnosis, by the parameters obtained
with graphical numerics results obtained [13, 14].
In a superficial way, the curves for such diseases
are present in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Predicted Example for male gender.

The changes observed in relation of the FVC and
FEV1 values, according to the guidelines of the
Brazilian society of pulmonology [4], are acceptable
since it is less than 10% (ten percent) compared to
exam performed, or like a 500ml difference in a single
test.
This methodology uses data of both genders. Using
the values of the exams provided by a spirometer, in
the Figures 3 and 4 show the curves of the patients
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Figure 3: Curves of normal patients.

Figure 4: Obstructive and Restrictive patient curves.

Figure 5: Covariance of patients before the application of wavelets.

exams respectively diagnosed as normal, obstructive
and restrictive.
The Figure 5 presents the patients covariance
before application of the proposed methodology that
uses the details coefficients of the wavelets [15-17].
We can observe that is not possible to distinguish
numerical values, since is not possible to caracterize
patients with respiratory problems.

Table 6 shows values from 1–10 (one to ten) in
forced expiration period, values from 800 to 820 (eight
hundred to eight hundred and twenty) in context of the
end of the forced expiration maneuver and values from
1540 to 1550 (one thousand five hundred and forty to
one thousand five hundred and fifty) which, are the
values during voluntary inspiration, of a sample of 2550
(two thousand five hundred and fifty) fast data points.
The coefficients values were calculated in 8 (eight)
male individuals with normal diagnosis, after the
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Figure 6: Values obtained after application of Meyer’s wavelets.

application of the Meyer wavelets. We emphasize that
we tested other types of wavelets such as Haar,
Mexican Hat, Morlet, Shannon, etc., but Meyer’s was
the most efficient in the classification of the results.

We can observe with the analysis covariance after
the application of Meyer wavelets, there is a large
significant numerical difference between the normal,
obstructive and restrictive values for both genders.

4. RESULTS

The Table 1 shows the covariance values for males
and females, and it is possible to classify the values in
ranges (maximum and minimum) in exam.

After the wavelets application, we observed that
was a numerical difference between the patients
considered normal, obstructive and restrictive.

Table 1: Statistical Values Obtained

In the Figures 7 and 8 we show the results obtained
after the application of the Meyer wavelets in samples

S25 and S42, which were chosen randomly, and
correspond to a male subject being normal and
restrictive respectively [18].
In the Figures 9 and 10 presents the results
obtained with the application of the Meyer wavelets, for
male and female respectively.

Males

Females

Normal

1079,38 – 1765,94

984,70 – 1228,11

Obstructive

1876,54 – 2739,91

1235,20 – 1402,54

Restrictive

Above 3062,28

Above 1392,23

To validate the proposed methodology, we
randomly selected 12 (twelve) patients, 6 (six) males
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Table 2: Validation of the Methodology and Estimated Differences
Male

Female

Male

Female

Normal

1734

1167

1079,38 – 765,94

984,701 – 1228,11

Obstructive

2527

1346

1876,54 – 2739,91

1235,20 – 1402,54

Restrictive

5678

1873

Above 3062,28

Above 1392,23

and 6 (six) females, with a normal, obstructive and
restrictive diagnosis. The results obtained are
described in Table 2.

Figure 9: Data separation through covariance of database for
the male subjects after the application of Meyer wavelet.

Figure 8: Coefficients of S42 data after the application of
Meyer wavelet.

Figure 10: Data separation through covariance of database
for the female subjects after the application of Meyer wavelet.

4.1. Results Obtained with Proposed Methodology
Figure 8: Coefficients of S42 data after the application of
Meyer wavelet.

In some cases if the subject does not cooperate or
does not understand the spirometric maneuver, the
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result can be misunderstood. In all the samples that are
used in this article, at least four ventilators maneuvers
were perform during the test, in an attempt to eliminate
the possibility of a poorly performed examination.

The Figure 12 presents part of the report of the
examination where it is possible to verify the values
finded out in exams, as well the relation with the preditc
to associate and determine the diagnosis of the exam.

An interesting case that were observed was the
obtaining of the results of one of the samples that
diagnosed as restrictive, but after the accomplishment of

Therefore, this patient deserves a more detailed
study, possibly for not collaboratin the exam execution
or because the physician does not have subsidies or
mathematical models to make a more precise report.

the proposed methodology, we obtained a different
result of its diagnosis in normal pattern.

CONCLUSION

The test that was analyzed by our method is shown
in Figure 11.

This paper shows the Meyer wavelets application in
addition with a statistical analysis to obtain a new
biomarker, which can be used in spirometry tests.

presented a significant difference, since it was a patient

The analysis results indicate that this proposed
method for exam characterization allows, successfully,
an nearly exact characterization within the expected
values. Four exams was used on this proposed method
and was able to perform an spirometry curve analysis,
and this numerical values achieved are validate,
creating subsidies to the physician, performing a
accurate diagnosis.
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